
 

Gearing 
 

 

Whether you need a single replacement gear, a set of gears, or a 

complete gearbox, you need Xtek's expertise in the design and 

manufacturing of those gears. Our experienced engineers use the 

latest engineering software to evaluate and design custom gearing 

for your application. Couple this with our metallurgical and 

manufacturing experience of over 100 years, add in quality that is 

unparalleled and you get an Xtek gear. 

 

 

 

 

We produce gearing for customers worldwide and in a multitude of 

applications. Xtek manufactures and heat treats both through 

hardened and carburized gearing. We are a long standing member 

of the American Gear Manufacturers Association and provide 

gearing up to AGMA 12 specifications. 

Contact us today, and we'll design, reverse engineer and 

manufacture gearing for your equipment that is superior in 

metallurgy and manufactured to the highest quality standards. 
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Main Mill Drive Gearing 

 
Perhaps nowhere on earth will 

you find a more demanding 

application than a rolling mill. 

The applied forces, variable 

speeds and harsh environment 

make the design and 

manufacturing of mill gear 

products a supreme challenge. 

Xtek has manufactured main 

mill drive products for the rolling mill industry for more than 40 

years, and currently services more than 100 applications 

worldwide. 

We provide the most comprehensive main mill drive 

productsavailable in the industry today. From the selection of 

material and heat treatment down to the finest tooth profile 

detail, Xtek can design and build custom gears and replacement 

components that will exceed today’s operating conditions and 

meet tomorrow's challenges. 

Our impressive capabilities include the manufacturing and heat 

treatment of gears up to 200+ inches in diameter. A 2.6 meter 

Hofler grinding machine enables Xtek to produce world-class 

precision gearing that meets or exceeds AGMA 12 specifications. 

We have developed a consistent design strategy that draws on 

our many years of servicing the rolling mill industry. Utilizing the 

latest design software to include FEA analysis SDRC Master 

Series™ and PowerGear™ design package, each new design is 

thoroughly examined to ensure mechanical integrity. 

Whether you are considering a custom replacement gear set or 

upgrading to a complete new drive, contact an Xtek 

representative to discuss your needs. 

 
High speed gear set 
manufactured for an 

Argentinean steel mill. 

 
Output gear being removed 
from a carburizing furnance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Low speed gear set for a US 

Aluminum rolling facility 

 

Large input pinion undergoing 

grinding operation.  
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Mill Pinions 

 
Xtek mill pinions have a 

record of service unrivaled by 

any other manufacturer in 

the world, and our 

commitment to continuous 

improvement has resulted in 

the highest quality mill pinion 

product available today. Our 

customers strive to increase production and at Xtek, we are 

always working to help them meet that goal. 

 

 

The demanding service 

environment dictates that the 

most thorough engineering 

analysis be performed in 

evaluating design options. At 

Xtek, we take this 

responsibility to the highest 

level, strictly adhering to 

established ANSI/AGMA 2001-

C95 specifications. We make 

the extra effort to ensure that 

each application is maximized 

to facilitate operational 

improvements. 

Our state-of-the-art 

manufacturing provides the capability to manufacture and heat 

treat pinions up to 55+ inches in diameter. A 2.6-meter Hofler 

grinding machine enables Xtek to produce world-class precision 

pinions that meet or exceed AGMA 12 specifications. Each new 

design is thoroughly examined to ensure mechanical integrity, 

utilizing the latest design software to include FEA analysis SDRC 

Master Series™ and PowerGear™ design package. Each pinion set 

is bench run tested to ensure proper gear meshing prior to 

shipment to our customer. 

We offer many options designed to satisfy each individual 

application. Whether you are considering an OEM replacement 

pinion set or upgrading to a complete new pinion box, contact an 

Xtek representative to discuss your needs. 

 

PDF Downloads 

 Mill Pinions Brochure 

 

 

 

 

 TSP custom fit mill 

pinion.  

 

 

 Large pinion being 

removed from 

carburizing pit 

furnace. 
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